
2016 November 11  

Seminar 4 Monroe Library 2:30 – 4PM  

SCCC Meeting Minutes 

Present: Carol Ann MacGregor, Jason Ezell, Ben Benus, Craig Hood, Terri Bednarz, Michael Pashkevich, 

Greg Waldrop, Joe Berendzen (proxy email support for all courses), Jeremy Thibodeaux, Michelle 

Johnston  

1. Announcements 

a. Assessment Townhall meeting next Tuesday 

i. Unless no one RSVP’s 

ii. Please communicate that message 

b. Craig Hood introduction 

c. Michelle Johnston introduction  

2. Review of previous minutes 

a. Motion to approve, second.  

b. Approved 

3. Streamlined Criteria Update 

a. Course Development webpage 

b. Make sure this gets circulated Tuesday’s meeting 

c. Positive feedback so far 

4. Course Proposals 

5. HIST 200 level WWI in History & Lit approved by evote – 6 yeas 

6. Writing About Literature: ENGL 200 level Aspects of Love 

a. WAL report – was approved, but workgroup members did have reservations 

i. Disability and emergency statements added to syllabus 

ii. Issues with content, does not include much diversity in perspective 

iii. Concerns with critical thinking delivery with this courses 

iv. Wanted to make committee aware of concerns, but course still meets strict 

reading of WAL criteria 

b. WAL has not expressed concerns to course proposer, do want communication between 

workgroup and course proposer, but could include with committee report 

c. Course could be retitled to identify what specific aspects of love the course identifies 

d. Student perspective, concerns are entirely valid. Expect it to alienate students who 

enroll in the course and alienate students who participate in discussion about it. 

e. Desire to see these concerns expressed to the instructor 

f. Supportive of meeting criteria, but still have concerns and want to express them. 

Appropriate to communicate to the instructor. State the facts. Ask if concerns have 

been considered.  

g. Seeing efforts at inclusion in other ways. Doesn’t seem professor has an agenda.  

h. As long as concerns are expressed, students may vote with their feet.  



i. Course talking about love in Literature, amongst writers. Maybe the title is misleading 

still. 

j. Some of it is the readings chosen that may be concerning.  

k. Concerns can also be expressed to UCCC 

l. Suggestions for memo:  

i. Typo in 2nd or 3rd sentence of proposal or syllabus 

ii. Include levels of concern, title, texts, description. Perhaps just a critical 

perspective being emphasized.  

iii. Daily writing assignment for 5 minutes. Is this inclusive with disability rules? If 

he adds the disability statement, that could mitigate this.  

m. Proposal definitely is appropriate for the criteria of WAL.  

n. Motion to approve, second.  

o. Course approved. 

  

7. CAC: VISA 200 level Medieval Art 

a. No concerns with the workgroup.  

b. Library rep pointed out information literacy assessment and evaluations seemed to 

match. Likely a result of previously accepted criteria for this course.  

c. Using the laptop and technology rules, affected by disability rules.  

d. Can enter that language in the Tech rules, UCCC has made note of this in other courses.  

e. May want to ask UCCC to update syllabus policy.  

f. Motion to accept, second.  

g. Motion approved.  

 

8. CAC: ENGL 200 level – In Sickness and in Health 

a. CAC report – concerned with diversity of materials presented, would like to see 

consideration of addition of materials.  

i. May be limited by summer online course format 

ii. Description includes cinema and visual art components, but it didn’t seem like 

the non-literature parts had really be fleshed out. Included only a few materials 

on those items.  

iii. Workgroup willing to communicate with proposer, not critical concerns. Did not 

want to hold up proposal’s approval. Do want to work with course proposer.  

b. Some concerns about the depth of some of the goals expressed (3d). May be content 

oriented. Phrase: Concern that questions work their way up taxonomy and aren’t simply 

answerable by yes or no.  

c. Expect course to be very desirable to students looking at health care or science. 

d. Also good to get LC.CC contributions online. 

e. Motion to approve, second. 

f. Course approved.  

 

 



 

9. HIST Q200 level Autobiography & History 

a. Course proposer has developed several courses recently, modifications have been made 

that reflect requests for revisions on previous courses.  

b. Concern topic may be more Writing About Literature, but reading content demonstrates 

focus on historic nature of autobiography.  

c. Good diversity statement, and inclusion of diverse materials and course content.   

d. Hyperlinked syllabus? Cool. 

e. Motion to accept, second.  

f. Course approved. 

 

10. FYS: SOCI T121 New Orleans and All That Jazz 

a. No comments submitted from FYS workgroup, usually very good at developing courses.  

b. Being taught right now experimentally.  

c. Motion to approve, second.  

d. Course approved.  

 

11. Other business 

12. First-Year Seminars 

a. Sue Mennino has taken the VSP, some of duties will be absorbed by Daniel McBride and 

Jean ??? to handle FYS and FYE, Quesada will coordinate all FYS sections for planning 

purposes.  

b. Problem running into is that need is for 30 seminars, only 5 committed to teach. 

c. Some courses are approved, but chairs cannot release them until budget and staffing 

requirements are known.  

d. Has to be creative thinking about how to handle that.  

e. Concern: wondered for a while, even though FYS are best practice nationwide and have 

high student satisfaction, with downsizing of the university, what will the future be, can 

Loyola afford First-Year Seminars?  

f. Consideration of using majors courses to satisfy. 

g. Concern there are a number of majors courses with low student participation still need 

instructors.  

13.  

 

  



The WAL committee met to discuss the English Department's proposal for 

WAL: Aspects of Love.  The committee has conditionally approved the 

syllabus to be sent along to the SCCC.  We saw that the syllabus does not 

include the required disability statement or emergency statement. In order 

to be approved, the course should include those required statements. 

 

We would like to note for the record that, although we have conditionally 

approved the course to fulfill the WAL requirement in the Core Curriculum, 

we do have reservations about the course content in this case. While the 

course largely meets the current requirements for WAL, we feel that it 

presents an overwhelmingly heteronormative portrayal of love in both the 

course description and in the reading assignments. As a result, there was 

concern that the course might not encourage the kind of critical thinking 

skills that WAL criteria recommends, in that constructions of 

relationships within the syllabus leave no room for complicating 

accepted/received/normative notions of love including asexual, 

intersexual, homosexual, or other non-normative aspects of love. 

Furthermore, the committee is concerned that the course could alienate our 

diverse student body and that the exclusion of so many in our student 

community does not adhere to our Jesuit values. 

 

The members of the WAL committee wanted to make the SCCC aware of these 

content concerns that came up in our consideration of this course and its 

relation to the larger goals of the Core Curriculum and our mission as a 

university. However, our committee's role as written seems to give us 

license only to approve or reject courses based on their compatibility 

with the technical aspects of the requirement for Writing About 

Literature. Nonetheless, we feel it is appropriate/important, in cases 

like this, to describe the issue as we see it and pass it along to the 

SCCC, who, it seems to us, has a wider mandate in terms of the larger 

goals of the Core Curriculum as a whole and its compatbility with issues 

of diversity and inclusion on which the university is especially (and 

appropriately) focused these days." 

 

The WAL Committee 

 

Nathan Henne, Languages and Cultures 

Laura Murpy, English 

Karen Rosenbecker 

 

 



ENGL 200 level - In Sickness and in Health: approved with recommendations* 

*The members of the workgroup agreed more can be done to bring the film and visual arts components 

to the same level as the course's literature component. We would encourage Tracey to consider adding 

material (additional works of cinema and/or visual arts, for example, along with critical texts that would 

examine this material). The members of workgroup discussed a number of ways in which this could be 

approached and would be happy to share our suggestions with Tracey. 

 


